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The problem of modified magnetohydrodynamic thermohaline convection of 
G. Veronis’ type (J. Mar. Res. 23 (1965), 1-17) is exactly solved onthe lines shown 
by M. B. Banerjee tal. (J. Math. Anal. Appl. 144 (1989), 356366) for the 
magnetohydrodynamic thermal convection. Onlythe overstable case is treated and 
the expressions for the critical Rayleigh number and the frequency of oscillations 
are derived. Further, sufficient co ditions forthe validity of overstability and he 
principle of exchange ofstabilities (PES), respectively, are obtained and the region 
for arresting thecomplex growth rate of an arbitrary oscillatory pe turbation, 
neutral orunstable, is given. Results for the corresponding modified problems of
Benard convection, magnetohydrodynamic Benard convection, ge eralized Bknard 
convection, magnetohydrodynamic generalized Benard convection, and thermo- 
haline convection f ffow asa consequence. 0 1991 Academrc Press, IIIC. 
1. INTRoDUCTT~N 
The problem of thermohaline convection, aside from its many applica- 
tions inthe fields of oceanography, astrophysics, chemical engineering, etc., 
has recently received considerable tt ntion dueto its interesting com-
plexities as a double-diffusive phenomenon. Banerjee et al. [3] presented a 
modified analysis ofthermal/thermohaline instability of a liquid layer 
heated underside (Benard convection). Theyensured that the linear 
theoretical exp anation of the phenomenon of gravity-dominated thermal 
instability in a liquid layer heated underside depends not only upon the 
Rayleigh number, which is proportional to the uniform temperature dif- 
ference maintained across the layer, but also upon another parameter that 
takes care of the fact hat arelatively hotter layer with its heat diffusivity 
apparently increased/decreased as a consequence of an actual decrease/ 
increase (depending upon the fluid) inits pecific heat at constant volume 
must exhibit BCnard convection at a higher/lower temperature difference 
across the layer and hence at a higher/lower Rayleigh number than a 
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cooler layer under almost identical onditions therwise. Further, this 
qualitative eff ct is not quantitatively nsignificant. Detailed consequences 
are worked out for the onset of thermohaline instability in a liquid layer 
heated underside. In a subsequent paper Banerjee tal. [4] carried out 
similar investigations in the framework ofrotation. Katoch [S] examined 
the problem in the presence of auniform vertical m gnetic field. However, 
as in Banerjee ral. [6], it can be shown that Katoch’s solution for the 
vertical ve ocity n the overstable case like that of Chandrasekhar’s solution 
for the simple magnetohydrodynamic BCnard problem with free and per- 
fectly conducting boundaries s not correct and as a consequence thresults 
derived by him cannot be relied upon. The present paper presents a 
modified analysis of the problem of magnetohydrodynamic thermohaline 
convection of Veronis’ [ 1 ] type and derives a correct solution ofthe 
problem in the overstable case which takes care of the fact hat avalid 
solution for the vertical veloctiy must be such that its fourth order 
derivative does not vanish on one of the boundaries at least. Further, suf- 
ficient conditions forthe validity of overstability and the PES, respectively, 
are obtained and the region for arresting thecomplex growth rate 
of an arbitrary oscillatory pe turbation, neutral orunstable, is given. 
Results for the corresponding modified problems ofBCnard convection, 
magnetohydrodynamic Btnard convection, generalized BCnard convection, 
magnetohydrodynamic generalized Btnard convection, and thermohaline 
convection f llow asa consequence. 
2. MODIFIED SIMPLIFIED EQUATIONS FOR MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC 
THERMAL/THERMOHALINE CONVECTION 
Following Banerjee t al. [3], the modified simplified equations 
governing Btnard convection (S =0 = dp’), generalized Benard convection 
(rO =0), and thermohaline convection of Veronis’ type under the effect of 
a uniform vertical m gnetic field are given by 
I- aU.-0 
axj ' 
au, dl fJj!3-L H.aH, 
axj 4~p, J axj 
(1) 
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(5) 
and 
p = po[ 1+ a( T, - T) - oi(S, - S)], (7) 
where z= 1, 2, 3, x,‘s, u ‘s, H,‘s, and X,‘s are respectively the Cartesian coor- 
dinates x,y, z, velocity components U,u, W, magnetic field components H, , 
H,, H,, and external force components 0,0, -g; t is the time, p is the 
pressure; dp and dp’ are respectively the variations in the density due to 
temperature andconcentration; pO, vO, K,,, zO, and q0 are respectively the 
values of the density, viscosity, thermal diffusivity, mass diffusivity, and 
magnetic diffusivity at thelower boundary; a2and 6, are respectively the 
coeffkients of specific heat variation dueto temperature and concentration 
variations; tl andrz’ are respectively the coefficients of volume xpansion 
due to temperature andconcentration; T is the temperature; and S is the 
concentration. 
3. MODIFIED ANALYSIS OF MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC B~NARD 
CONVECTION/GENERALIZED BI~NARD CONVECTION AND 
THERMOHALINE CONVECTION 
Following the usual steps of linear stability theory the system of equa- 
tions ( 1)-( 7) yields the following nondimensional perturbation equations: 
IID’-a’-~(1 -qT,J]O- Tooi2p4= -(l -oc2T,,)w-T,,0i2R3w, (9) 
[z(D’-a2)-p]cj= -R3w, (10) 
and 
D2-a2-pa, 
> 
h = -Dw. 
a ’ 
Solutions ofEqs. (8k( 11) must be sought subject tothe following 
boundary conditions: 
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w=O=D2w=D6=D+h, at z= -f and z= +f, 
or 
w=O=Dw=Dtl=Dd=h, at z=-$andz=+$, 
or 
w=O=D2w=D19=DqS=Dh,fah, at z= -$ and z= +$, 
or 
w=O=Dw=Dtl=D4=Dh,+ah, at z= -f and z= +4, 
or 
w=O=D2w=(j=+hz at z= -iandz= +f, 
or 
w=O=Dw=(j=qj=h, at z=-$andz= +$, 
or 
w=O=D2w=tl=4=Dh,+ah, at z= -i and z= +i, 
or 
w=O=Dw=e=@=Dh,+ah, at z= -$ and z= +$. 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
In the above quations z is the vertical oordinate, z = - 4 and z = + 4 
represent thetwo boundaries, D = d/dz, w is the vertical ve ocity, 8 isthe 
temperature, 4 is the concentration, h, is the vertical m gnetic field, a2 is 
the square of the wave number, 0 is the thermal Prandtl number, R, ( >O) 
is the Rayleigh number, R, ( >O) is the concentration Rayleigh.number, R3 
is the ratio of concentration gradient totemperature g adient, Q is the 
Chandrasekhar number, p=pr+ zp, is the complex growth rate, r is the 
ratio of mass diffusivity to heat diffusivity, and 0, is the magnetic Prandtl 
number. 
It is important to note here that he system of equations a dboundary 
conditions as given by Eqs. (8)-(19) correspond to 
(i) simple B nard convection f u2= 0 = oi, = R2 = Q, 
(ii) modified simple Benard convection f i, = 0 = R, = Q, 
& =,(f$ 
modified simple magnetohydrodynamic Benard convection f 
2 -23 
(iv) generalized Benard convection f i, = 0 = a2 = z = Q, 
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(v) modified generalized Benard convection f C& = 0 = z = Q, 
(vi) modified hydromagnetic generalized B nard convection if
3i*=o=z 
(vii; thermohaline convection of Veronis’ type if c(~ = 0 = 6, = Q, 
(viii) modified thermohaline convection of Veronis’ type if Q= 0. 
4. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 
Systems ofequations (8~( 11) together with either ofthe boundary con- 
ditions (12)-( 19) constitute an eigenvalue problem for pfor given values of
the other parameters anda given state ofthe system is stable, n utral, or 
unstable according to whether pI, the real part of p, is negative, z ro, 
or positive. Further, if pr = 0 implies p, =0 for all wave numbers u2, then 
the principle of exchange ofstabilities (PES) is valid; otherwise we have 
overstability at least when instability sets inas certain modes. 
(a) Characterizations of theMarginal State 
THEOREM 1. Zf (p, w, 8, 4, h,) is a solution ofequations (8)-( 11) together 
with either ofthe boundary conditions (12)-(19) andz =O, then 
p#O. 
Proof. For z = 0, let p= 0 be allowed ifpossible. It then follows from 
Eq. (10) that 
w = 0. (20) 
Equations (9) and (11) now become 
(D2 - a2) 8= 0, (21) 
and 
(II2 - a2)h, = 0. (22) 
The only solutions f Eqs. (21) and (22) satisfying the relevant boundary 
conditions are
and 
e E 0, (23) 
hZ=O. (24) 
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It now follows from Eq. (8) that 
fpso. (25) 
Equations (20), (23k(25) imply that p cannot be zero. This completes he
proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 1 implies that PES is not valid for the generalized 
magnetohydrodynamic Benard convection when considered in the present 
generalized framework and this establishes t  result due to Banerjee et al. 
[7] on a more firm basis. 
THEOREM 2. rf (p, w, 0, 4, h,) is a solution of equations (8~( 11) 
together with either of the boundary conditions (12)--(19) and 
R, < QTC*/( 1 + (oi2 R,- cx2) T,,), then 
p,=O=p,#O. 
ProoJ: If possible letp, = 0 be allowed sothat p= 0 and Eqs. (8)-( 11) 
assume the forms 
(D* -a*)* w = Rla28 - 2 a24 - Q D(D* - a*)h,, 
3 
(D*-a*)O= -[l +(oi,R,-a2)T,,]w, 
z(D* - a’)4 = - R3 w, 
and 
(D2-a2)hZ= -Dw. 
Using Eq. (29), Eq. (26) can be written as
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
R 
(D2-a*)* w=R,a*(j-A 2 R a4+QD2w. 
3 
Multiplying Eqs. (30), (27), and (28) by w*, (Rla2/(1 + (Oi2R3 -az)To))B* 
and - (R,a*/R:)d* ( indicates complex conjugation), respectively, adding 
the resulting equations, andintegrating he quation soobtained over the 
vertical r nge of z by parts an appropriate number of times with the help 
of either ofthe boundary conditions (12)-( 19), we get 
jyy,, [(D2-a2)w~2dz+Qj~~,2 IDwl’dz+~j”* (lWl*+a* 14l’)dz 
3 - l/2 
R,a2 112 = 
l+ (Oi*R3-$)TO I 
(1D812+a2 lOl*)dz. 
-l/2 
(31) 
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Multiplying Eq.(27) by its complex conjugate and integrating overthe 
range of z, we get 
j”:o lD2812 dz + a4 j1’2 1612 dz + 2a2 j’j2 1D812 dz 
- l/2 -l/2 
= [I +@,I+cr,)T,~~ jy;,, lw12dz. (32) 
Equation (32) implies that 
a2 ~~~,2(~DB~2+a2/B~2)dz<[l+(i?2Rj-a2)To]2~1’2 JwJ2dz,(33) 
-l/2 
which upon using the Rayleigh-Ritz [8] inequality, namely, 
i 
w 1 
(WI2 dz<- s 
112 
- l/2 7c2 ~ I/2 
IDwj2dz (since w(-f)=O=w(i)), (34) 
gives 
.2 l/2 s (~D~~2+a ~BJ2)dz<~1+(d2R;2-a2)T~12~”2 JDw(‘dz. (35) ~ l/2 ~ l/2 
Equation (31) together with inequality (35) implies that 
w I(D2-a2)w12dz+ QmR1(‘+(i$,-a2’To’] j1’2 
[ IDw12 dz ~ l/2 ~ l/2 
(1D412+a2 1412)dz<0. (36) 
Inequality (36) obviously cannot hold under the condition of the theorem. 
Hence p, # 0. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2shows that for the problem under consideration, a sufficient 
condition f rthe validity of overstability s thatR, < Qlr’/( 1 +(oi, R3 - a2) To) 
or equivalently a necessary condition f rinstability to setin as stationary 
convection s that R, > Qrr*/(l + (B,R, -a2) To). This result isvalid for 
quite general boundary conditions. I  particular, it follows that for the 
magnetohydrodynamic si ple B nard convection a necessary condition f r
instability to set in as stationary convection s that R, > rr2Q for ail finite 
values ofQ, a result predicted by Chandrasekhar [9]. However, the result 
that he critical Rayleigh number R,, + rc2Q as Q -+ co, which constitutes 
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Chandrasekhar’s famous z2Q-law and which was also predicted by him for 
quite general boundary conditions, cannot be derived from the present 
analysis andthus remains anopen problem that is yet o be resolved. 
THEOREM 3. If (p, w, 8,#, h,) is a solution of Eqs. (8~( 11) together with 
either of the boundary conditions (16)-( 19), 6, = 0 and R2a/2r2z4 + 
Qa1/x2 < 1, then 
pv>o-p,=o. 
Proof For oi, = 0, Eq. (9) becomes 
[D2-a’-P(l-T,a,)]8= -(l-T,a,)w. (37) 
Multiplying Eqs. (8), (lo), (ll), and (37) by w*, (R,a’/R,)b*, 
-Q(D* - a2)h,*, and - (R,a2/( 1 - T0~2))0*, respectively, adding the 
resulting equations, integrating he equation soobtained over the vertical 
range of z by parts an appropriate number of times with the help of either 
of the boundary conditions (12)-( 19), and finally equating the imaginary 
part of the resultant equation, we have for p, #0 the quation 
~~~~,2(IDw~2+a21w12)dz+Rla2[1’2 It?)’ dz 
- 112 
&a 2 l/2 
=R: J 
,),‘dz+% r+ 1’2 
[ J 
(JDhZ12+a2 lh,l*)dz , (38) 
~ l/2 - l/2 1 
where 
~=~C~l~,12~-,~~+~I~z12~~,~l~~. (39) 
Equation (10) when multiplied by its complex conjugate and integrated 
over the vertical r nge of z yields 
2a2 Jy;,2 ,q12dz<$J”2 11.01~ dz, 
- I/2 
which upon using inequality (34) and the analogous inequality involving 4 
(since 4(- 4) =0 = b( )) presently) gives 
a* J 
w 
-1,2 l~/2d+$-iJ1/ JDw)‘dz. 
v2 
Further, as in Banerjee et al. [lo], it follows from Eq. (11) that 
r+ J’:,, (IDh,12+a2 lh,12)dz<$ J”’ lDwj2 dz. 
- l/2 
(41) 
(42) 
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Equation (39) upon using inequalities (41) and (42) gives 
l/2 
IDw\* dz 
- 112 
+;{;;,*,w,2dz+R,a2{“2 le12 dz<O. 
l/2 
(43) 
Inequality (43) obviously cannot hold under the conditions f the theorem. 
Hence p, = 0. 
This completes heproof of the theorem. It is to be noted that in deriving 
inequalities (40) and (42) the condition pr B0 has been used. 
Theorem 3implies that for the problem under consideration an arbitrary 
neutral ( pr = 0) or unstable (pr >0) mode of the system is definitely non-
oscillatory in character and therefore in particular PES is valid if 
R2a/2z2n4 + Q~,/Tc~ < 1. 
(b) An Exact Solution fthe Problem 
THEOREM 4. An exact solution fEqs. (8t( 11) subject tothe boundary 
conditions (12) is given by 
m C,(-1)“f’ 
w= 1 
n=O 16(2n+ 1)~ 
(2n+1)2x2+a2+‘A 
u 
x [{(2n+ l)*--5’) sin 37cz + { (2n + 1)2 -3*} sin 57121 
+ .,% (2&c 
(2n+ 1)2x2+a2+po1 sin(2n+l)xz, 
1 
(4) u 
?I=0 ’ 16(2n + l)n i 
(2n+ 1)2.2+a2+p0, 
u 1 
[ 
{(2n+1)2-52} 
’ {~(32n2+a2)+p]{32n2+a2+p(l-fx2T0)}S1n31[2 
{(2n+l)*-3’) 
+ {2(52~2+a2)+p}{52~2+a2+p(1 - T,cc,)) sin 5’z 1 
+ .z, (2&n 
{(2n+1)2~2+a2+po1/o} 
X{r(2n+1)2x2+ra2+p}{(2n+1)2~2+a2+p(l-Toa2)} 
x sin(2n + 1)rcz 
> 
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((2n + 1)2- 52} ((2~ 1)2-32} . 
{2(327?+a2)+p} sin37cz+ {t(527?+a2)+p} s1n57cz 1
{(2n+1)2K2+a2+P~l/o.~sin(2n+1)~z 
{z(2n+ 1)2+242+p} 
(46) 
and 
h,= f 
3C,( - ly+l 
n=O 16(2n + 1)(32n2 + a2 +pa,/a) 
~((2n+1)~-3~} (2n+1)2a2+a2+p+ 
+ 5 c, cos(2n+ l)rz, (47) 
n=O 
together with the characteristic equation belonging to the lo.west mode being 
given by 
so=o, (48) 
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where 
B= TO&Rx, 
and 
So=(~2+a2){~2+a2+p(1-T,,t12))(~(~2+a2)+p} 
333 
(49) 
> 
[RZa2{(~2+a2+p(1-Tocl,))} 
-R,a2(Bp+(s(n2+a2)+p)((l-T,a,)+B)}]. (50) 
Prooj Combining Eqs. (8)-j 11) and boundary conditions (12) in an 
appropriate manner, we derive the following equation a d boundary condi- 
tions in terms of w alone: 
Lw=O, (51) 
w=O=D2w=Llw=L2w=Lgw at z= -i and z= +f, (52) 
where 
~{r(D~-a~)-p}{D~-a~-p(l-T~cr~)} 
-Q D*(D*-a*){r(D*-a*)-p){D*-a2 -p(l- Toa*)} 
> 
(R,a’[-Bp-($D2-a2)-p)((l-Toa2)+B} 
+ R2a2{D2-a’-p(1 - T,-,a,)}]), 
L,=D(D’-a’)(D’-a’-~)-QD3-~D, 
(53) 
(54) 
R,a2z{(l-T,a,)+B)-R,a*- T(d+g] D, (55) 
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- R,a2z2{ (1- T,cr,) + B} + zR2a2 +QT~ 
+ R,a2z2{(a2+p(l-T,,cr,))((l-T,a,)+B)-Bpzj 
[ 
The evenness ofthe operator L occurring  Eq. (51) and the identity of the 
boundary conditions that have to be satisfied at z = f f as given by 
Eqs. (52) imply that he proper solution of Eq. (51) falls into two non- 
combining groups of even and odd solutions. Further, itfollows from 
Eq. (10) that proper solutions forw and 4 must either beboth even or 
both odd while Eq. (11) implies that proper solutions forw and h, must 
neither beboth even or both odd. From these considerations and the con- 
siderations of the corresponding hydrodynamic problem with dynamically 
free and thermally insulating boundaries itfollows that the proper 
solutions forw, 8, and 4 must be odd while that for h, must be even. 
Therefore, if drand d2 are constants then the function 
h, - dl cos 3nz -d, cos 5nz 
is even and since it is required to vanish at z = f i, we can expand it in 
a Fourier cosine s ries inthe form 
h, - d, cos 3722 -d, cos 5112 = f C, cos(2n + l)nz. 
?I=0 
(57) 
With h, given by Eq. (57), Eq. (11) becomes 
> 
cos 3nz + d2 52n2 +a2 +pA cos 5nz 
CT > 
+ f c, (2n+1)%2+aZ+py cos(2n+l)7rz, 
II=0 1 I 
(58) 
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which upon integration y elds 
d 
w = -L PO1 4 
3n 
327r2 + a2 + 7 
> 
sin 3nz + - 
57c 
527c2 + a2 +pa, 
0 > 
sin 5712 
+d,+ f ‘, 
n=,P+l)~ 
(2n+ 1)27z2+a2+po, sin(2n+ 1)7cz, (59) 0 
where d, is a constant ofintegration. The requirement that he above 
solution for w satisfies th  boundary conditions as pecified by Eqs. (12) 
leads to a unique determination of d, ,d,, and d, which are given by 
d,= ‘f 
3(-l),,’ C” 
n=O 16th + 1 )(32n2 + a2 +pu,/a) 
d,= f 
5(-l)n+’ C” 
n=O 16(2n + 1)(527r2 + a  +po,/a) 
and 
d, = 0. (62) 
Substituting for d,, d,, and d3 from Eqs. (60)-(62) in Eq. (59), weobtain 
a proper solution for w as 
(2n+1)27r2+a2+pA (63) 0 
With w given by Eq. (63), Eq. (51) becomes 
f C,[cr,S, sin3712 + flnS2 sin 57cz] 
n=O 
+ f C,y,S., sin(2n + 1)nz =O, 
n=O 
(64) 
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where 
(-l)n+’ 
a, = 16(2n + 1)~ 
(2n+1)*X*+~*+P~ )
I 
/.j = (-l)n+1 
’ 16(2n + 1)~ 
(2n+ 1)*7r*+~z*+~$ , 
y p+u * n* + a2 +puJa 
n (2n+l)x ’ 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
and 
S,=((2n+1)2~2+a2){(2n+1)2~2+a2+p(1-To~2)} 
x {[(2n+1)*71*+a2]r+p} 
x (2n+ i)*n*+a*+~ ~ W+l) I[ 2n2+a2+p$ +Q(2n+1)*7r2 1 
+ (2n+1)*7c2+a2+- 
i 
“,“I 
I 
(R2a2((2n + 1) *n* + a* +p( 1 - TOaz)} 
-R,a*(Bp+[z((2n+l)*~*+a*)+p][(l-Tot12)+B]}). (68) 
Multiplying Eq.(64) by sin(2m + 1)rc.r (since the first derivative with 
respect toz of the left hand side of Eq. (64) vanishes atz = + 4) and 
integrating he resulting equation ver the range of z, we get 
~~~c.c~,s,a,,+8.s,a*~+I.s.s,3=o, (69) 
where m = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, . . and 6, is Kronecker’s delta. Equations (69) 
provide uswith a set of linear homogeneous equations for the constants 
C,‘s and the requirement that he determinant of this ystem of equations 
must vanish yields the characteristic equation for the determination of RI 
and p, when pr = 0. We thus obtain 
Il~,~1~~,+B,~2~2m+YnS,6,,ll =a (70) 
The nth approximation to the characteristic valuesof R, and pI is obtained 
by setting the nth order determinant consisting of the first n rows and 
columns in the left hand side of Eq. (70) equal to zero, and this 
corresponds to the retention of the first n erms only in the Fourier xpan- 
sion of h, - dI cos 3712 - d2 cos 5rcz as given by Eq. (57). We thus have 
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‘OS, 0 0 0 0 o... 0 
kJl (al+yl)Sl 0 ass1 a4S, ass1 ... a,-,& 
W2 0 (P2+Yz)S* P3S* B‘tS2 P5S2... Pn-IS2 
0 0 0 y3s, 0 0 ‘.. 0 
0 0 0 0 Y4& o... 0 
. . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 . ..yn-.Sn-, 
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= 0. 
(71) 
Since a, and fi, are non-zero numbers for every permissible va ue of n 
except n = 2 and n = 1, respectively, whileyn does not vanish for any per- 
missible value of n, it follows uniquely from Eq. (71) that he lowest 
characteristic value ofR, and the associated value of p, are given by 
s,=o. (72) 
Further, since Eq. (72) is valid for all values ofn, it follows that it is the 
unique solution that provides the lowest characteristic value ofR and the 
associated value of p, as given by the characteristic equation (71). 
With w as given by Eq. (63), 8 and 4 can be determined in accordance 
with Eqs. (9) and (10) together with the boundary conditions as specified 
by Eq. (12). Thus, we obtain the expressions for 8 and 4 as given by 
Eqs. (45) and (46), respectively. Further, substituting the values ofd, and 
d, from Eqs. (60) and (61) in Eq. (57), weobtain the xpression f rhZ as 
given by Eq. (47). We now complete he solution fthe problem by 
demonstrating that w, 8, 4, and h, which are respectively given by 
Eqs. (44~(47) and satisfy Eqs. (9t(ll) along with boundary conditions 
(12) also satisfy Eq.(8). 
Equation (51) can be written i an alternative formas 
D2-a2-‘+ 
> 
[D2-u2-p(1 - Toa2)]E=0, 
where 
P=lP,, P,#O, 
and 
(73) 
(74) 
E= [~(D~--a~)-p] [(D2-a2)(~2-a2-~) w 
- R,a26+ $j+Q D(D’-a’)hz]. 
3 
For w, 8, 4, and h, as given respectively by Eqs. (44~(47) we have 
DE=O=D3E at z= -4 and z= +4. (76) 
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Multiplying Eq.(73) by E*, integrating overthe range of z by parts 
appropriately with the help of Eqs. (76), and equating the imaginary part 
of the quation soobtained, we get 
PI (IDE12+a2 IEI’)dz=O. 
Since pz# 0, it follows from Eq. (77) that 
E=O, VZE c-f, 41. 
Equation (78) can be written as
[z(D2-a2)-p]F=O, VZE r-i, $1, 
where 
F=(D2-a”)(D’-02-~)W-R1U2B+~~+QD(Di_l(i)h=, 
and 
DF=O=D’F at z= -1 and z= +f. 
Multiplying Eq.(79) by F* and proceeding as before itfollows that 
f 
112 
P, IF(‘dz=O, 
--l/Z 
which in view of p, # 0 implies that 
F=O, VZE [-$, f]. 
Equation (83) shows that Eq. (8) is satisfied. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
(77) 
(78) 
(79) 
(80) 
(81) 
(82) 
(83) 
THEOREM 5. For pr = 0 and p, # 0, the characteristic equation belonging 
to the lowest mode, namely, Eq. (48), implies that 
R,a2= 
1 
(CT + ta,)(l - Toa,) + Bra, 
x (~2+a2){Q~2+(~2+a2)2}(1 +r(l- T,cr,)}a 
[ 
- P:(“~u2){(i,+~~l(l-T012)+b(l+bl)(l-Iba2)} , 1 (84) 
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and 
A,pf+B,p,2+C1=0, (85) 
A =(~2+a2)(1-~~~2)6~{--5B+1+6(1-~TO~2)} 
1 02{((T+~~1)(1-T,a2)+Bza,} ’
B, = 5 (n* + a2)3 +
(n2+a2)3(1+a,){l+z(l-~0a2)} 
a2 0 
(86) 
+ (1 - T0c(2)(7r2 + a*)(&’ + 7c2 + a*) +
R,a*a,( 1 - T,cl,) 
c7 
a,(1 - 7-rJa2) 
-“{(a+ra,)(l-T,a,)+Bzo,} 
x [(x2 + a’)(Qx’ + (x2 + a2)2} { 1 + $1 - 7’0c(2)} 0 
+5(1+a,)(7c2+a2)3+R2a2{a,+a(l-Toa2)}], (87) 
and 
Cl = - $7~’ + a2)3 {Q7c’ + (n’ + a’)‘} - R2a2(n2 + a2)2 
2(n2 + a2)2 {-B - (1 - T,cr,)} - 
{(a+~,)(1 - T,,cl,)+Bzo,} 
[(x2+ a’){Qx’ + (n’ + a’)‘} 
x{1+z(l-T,ct2)}o+r(l+a,)(n2+a2)3 
+ R2a2{aI + a(1 - T,cc,)}]. (88) 
Proof. Putting p = opt, pl #O in Eq. (48), separating thereal and 
imaginary parts of the equation soobtained, andsubstituting for R,a* 
from the first ofthe resulting equations i  the second equation, we get he 
result. 
This completes theproof of the theorem. 
Theorem 5 shows that overstable solutions do exist when both the 
bounding surfaces are dynamically free and provides u with the exact 
calculations f r the critical R yleigh number and the frequency of
oscillations of theoverstable motions at the marginal state with respect 
to them. It is important tonote in this connection that in Banerjee’s 
generalized BCnard model [ 111 under magnetid effects [7], it is only the 
overstable motions that manifest at he marginal state while in the simple 
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Benard model under magnetic effects, or inVeronis’ thermohaline model 
under magnetic effects, the possibility of both, the stationary as well as the 
overstable motions exist at the marginal state. However, Veronis’ work 
gives ample support to the proposition that overstable motions at the 
marginal state are the most likely ones. It is on the basis of the above 
works of Banerjee and Veronis which are carried out for the case when 
both the bounding surfaces aredynamically free that we have taken p, # 0 
and pr= 0 in Theorem 5although solutions with p, =0 when pr = 0 also 
exist asthey exist inthe simple Btnard model under magnetic effects. 
THEOREM 6. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 5, if r(1 - T,,cQ) > 1, 
a,<a(l-T,,cr,), andoi,=O, then 
p, = 0. 
ProoJ: Letting 
a* 
x=-p zp, =5 (p, is real), R&, ?c 
R,* d-f, Q,=$ 
(89) 
and oi,=o, 
71 
in Eq. (48), rearranging thevarious terms of the equation soobtained 
appropriately and separating thereal and imaginary parts of the resulting 
equation, we get 
R:(l - To4 
C(1 +xj2 +pfU - Toa,) 
R:z 
= [2(1 +x)‘+pf] + 
l+x l+ 
[ 
Q, 
x 1 (1 +x)2 +pf(c+?) ’ 
and 
R:( 1 - T,a,)’ 
(1 + x)* +p;( 1- Toa*)* 
R2* 1+x +- 
{ 
QlC, 
=t*(l +x)Z+pf ux (1 +x)2+pf(o:lc?)-‘1 . 1 
Eliminating R: between Eqs. (90) and (91), weget 
R;{r(l-T,crz)-1) 
r2(1 +x)*+pf 
Ql(l+x){a,-o(l-T,a,)} 1+x 
= ax((1 +x)2+pf(c7:/u2)} 
-bx (1 +a(1 - T,,cr,)}. 
(90) 
(91) 
(92) 
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Equation (92) obviously cannot hold under the conditions f the theorem 
for otherwise p, would be purely imaginary which is contrary tothe 
hypothesis that p, is real. Hence, under the conditions f the theorem we 
must have 
p, = 0. 
This completes theproof of the theorem. 
Theorem 6shows that PES is valid for the problem under consideration 
when both the bounding surfaces are dynamically free, electrically 
perfectly conducting, thermal, and concentration-wise on-conducting and 
t( 1- T,cr,) > 1, (TV < CJ( 1 - T,a,), and oi2 = 0. Further, it provides a natural 
extension of the sufficient co ditions forthe validity of PES 
(i) in Veronis’ thermohaline configuration (i.e., r > 1) and 
(ii) Thompson-Chandrasekhar’s criterion (i.e., CJ< a) for the simple 
magnetohydrodynamic BCnard convection to the present modified 
framework. 
THEOREM 7. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 5, if ~(1 - TOa,) < 1, 
~1 >o(l- Toa2), i2=0, and Q,Ca,--a(l- T,ct,)] +R:[l -r(l- Toa,)] 
a/2t2 Q [ 1 + G( 1 - TOa,)], then 
p,=o. 
Proof. Equation (92) can be written as
II+0(1-TTOCI2)I=Q~C~~-~(1--~a2)l+R:axC1-~(1-T,~2)1 
(1 +X)*+pf(o:/a*) (1 +x)[z*(l +x)*+pf]’ (93) 
Since g1 - ~(1 - T,,cx,) > 0 and 1 -z(l - TOa,) 30, it follows from Eq. (93) 
that 
[l+~(1-T0~2)]<Q~[cr,-~(I-T0~~),+R~0C1--fj~-To~2)‘, (94) 
which is contrary to the given hypothesis of the theorem. Hence, under the 
conditions f the theorem, wemust have 
p,=o. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The essential content ofTheorem 7 is similar tothat of Theorem 6. 
However, it provides u with an alternative sufficient co dition for the 
validity of PES when the conditions f Theorem 6are violated. 
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(c) A Semi-circle Th orem for Arresting the Complex Growth Rate 
THEOREM 8. If (p, w, 0, 4, h,), p=pr + up,, p, > 0, p, # 0, is a solution f
Eqs. (8)-( 11) with cZ2 = 0 and any of the boundary conditions ( 12~( 19), then 
IpJ2 <max(R,a, Q’a*). (95) 
Proof For & = 0, p, # 0, and any of boundary ‘conditions (12)-(19), 
Eq. (38) holds, i.e., 
~~~~,2(~Dwlz+o” lw12)dz+R,a2/1’2 19(* dz 
-l/2 
R2a2 ~2 
=-I-,,* I&*dz+~[~+l”* 
R: 
(IDhJ2+a2 lh,12)dz . (96) 
-l/2 1 
Equations (10) and (11) when multiplied by their complex conjugates and
integrated over the range of z yield upon utilizing pr>O and any of the 
boundary conditions  4and h, as given in Eqs. (12)-( 19) the following 
inequalities: 
(97) 
and 
j/y,, ((DZ-a2)h,12dz<~1’2 (Dw12 dz, (98) 
-l/2 
s I/* (h,l*dz< - 112 & flr:/2 lDwl* dz. 
Now, 
I-+ [I’* (JDh,12+a2 lhr12)dz 
~ l/2 
s w h,*(D* - a2)h, dz < u* =- I, I& I IV* - a*)& Idz - l/2 -l/2 
112 112 w < lkl* dz ((D*-a2)h,12 dz 
- 112 -l/2 
(Schwartz’s inequality) 
which upon utilizing inequalities (98)-(99) gives 
(99) 
I-+ J”’ (JDh,I’+a* lh,12)dz<-&~“~,, IDwl*dz. (100) 
- l/2 1 
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Equation (96) together with inequalities (97) and (100) implies that 
X jlt2 jw12 dz+ R,a2 j1’2 ltI\‘dz<O. 
~ l/2 
(101) 
It follows from inequality (101) that 
Jp12 < max(R,cr, Q’,‘). (102) 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 8 shows that he complex growth rate p (=p,+ tp,) of an 
arbitrary oscillatory (p, # 0) perturbation, neutral (p, = 0) or unstable 
(pr > 0), lies within a semi-circle with center at the origin and 
(radius)2 = max(R,o, Q202) in the right alf of the p,p,-plane. Further, this 
result isvalid for quite general boundary conditions. 
Remarks. (1) Results for the various problems cited in Section 3 
could be obtained from the present analysis by equating tozero the 
relevant parameters. 
(2) Results analogous to those contained in Theorems 1-8 could also 
be derived for the modified hydromagnetic hermohaline convection of 
Stern’s [ 121 type, namely the igenvalue problem (8)-( 19) with R, < 0 and 
R, < 0, by following themethod of analysis adopted in the derivation of 
these theorems. 
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